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ABSTRACT 

ELT-HIRES is the high resolution and ultra-stable Echelle spectrograph for the ELT. It has been conceived as a modular 
instrument provided with two independent spectrometers (the baseline design) and a possible extension to four, each 
of them optimized to cover a fixed spectral range. The role of the fibers is essential to provide the required ultra-
stability. Placed at the Nasmyth focus of the ELT, the HIRES fiber link transfers the light from the focal plane to the 
spectrographs. Each observing modes will be use a unique and independent group of fibers (bundle). The HIRES 
modular design makes it possible to have new observing modes just with the addition, removal or change of the 
specific bundles. From a functional point of view the HIRES fiber link subsystem performs some other important tasks, 
such as dicing the field of view, improving the system stability and providing a uniformly illuminated slit for 
spectrographs. It is a key subsystem for the instrument and represents a significant technological challenge. The 
technical requirements, conceptual design and technologies to be used are discussed in this paper. The current status 
of the subsystem, and future plans are also addressed. 

KEYWORD LIST 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Scheduled for first light in 2024, the European Extremely Large Telescope (ELT) will be the largest ground-based 
telescope at visible and infrared wavelengths. This telescope will be located at Cerro Armazones in Chile, taking 
advantage of the favourable site conditions and existing infrastructure. The flagship science cases supporting the 
successful ELT construction proposal were the detection of life signatures in Earth-like exoplanets and the direct 
detection of the cosmic expansion re-acceleration and it is no coincidence that both science cases require observations 
with a high-resolution spectrograph. 

Over the past few decades high-resolution spectroscopy has been a truly interdisciplinary tool, which has enabled 
some of the most extraordinary discoveries spanning all fields of Astrophysics, from Exoplanets to Cosmology. 
Astronomical high-resolution spectrometers have allowed scientists to go beyond the classical domain of astrophysics 
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and to address some of the fundamental questions of Physics. In the wide-ranging areas of research exploiting high-
resolution spectroscopy, European scientists have been extremely successful, thanks to the exquisite suite of high-
resolution spectrographs that ESO provides to its community. UVES, FLAMES, CRIRES, X-shooter and HARPS have 
enabled European teams to lead in many areas of research. 

ESPRESSO[1], which is now joining this suite of very successful high-resolution spectrographs, holds the promise of truly 
revolutionising some of these research areas. The scientific interest and high productivity of high-resolution 
spectroscopy is reflected by the fact that more than 30% of ESO publications can be attributed to its high-resolution 
spectrographs. 

However, it is becoming increasingly clear that, in most areas of research, high-resolution spectroscopy has reached or 
is approaching the "photon-starved" regime on 8-10m class telescopes. Despite major progress on the instrumentation 
front, further major advances in these fields desperately require a larger photon collecting area. Due to its inherently 
"photon-starved" nature, amongst the various astronomical observing techniques, high-resolution spectroscopy 
requires the collecting area of Extremely Large Telescopes. 

2. ELT AND HIRES  

When defining the ELT instrumentation, ESO commissioned two phase-A studies for high-resolution spectrographs, 
CODEX and SIMPLE, which were started in 2007 and completed in 2010. These studies demonstrated the importance of 
simultaneously covering the optical and near-IR (NIR) when performing high-resolution spectroscopy at the ELT. 
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Figure 1. The Extremely Large Telescope (credit ESO) will be the largest optical telescope in the world, with a primary 
mirror diameter of 39.5 m. Instruments, will be fed from ports on one of the Nasmyth platforms (here shown left and 
right). The optical spectrograph of HIRES will be located on one of these platforms, with the NIR spectrograph located 

below in the Coudé room. 

 

This marked the birth of the HIRES initiative (http://www.hires-eelt.org). With the start of construction of the ELT, the 
HIRES Initiative has decided to organize itself as the HIRES Consortium and has recruited additional institutes, which 
expressed their interest in HIRES. The consortium, strongly motivated by the unprecedented scientific achievements 
that the combination of such an instrument with the ELT will enable, was commissioned to perform a Phase A study by 
ESO. The Phase A study started in March 2016 and successfully concluded in May 2018. 

Currently, ELT-HIRES is the only planned high resolution and ultra-stable echelle spectrograph for the Extremely Large 
Telescope.[2] 

ELT-HIRES is conceived as a modular instrument provided with two independent spectrometers (baseline) and a 
possible extension to four,[3] each of them optimized to cover a fixed spectral range. Hence, the major scientific Top 
Level Requirements of the instrument (i.e. high spectral resolution and simultaneous full optical/NIR spectral coverage) 
can be fulfilled. Moreover, to guarantee the required wavelength stability, mobile parts and sources of kinetic 
perturbation are reduced to minimum. 

The role of the fibers is essential to provide the ultra-stability of ELT-HIRES. Located at the Nasmyth focus of the ELT, 
the ELT-HIRES Fiber Link transfers the light from the focal plane to the spectrographs that are firmly placed at Nasmyth 
Platform (optical) and Coudé Room (NIR) (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
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Figure 3. The ELT-HIRES Functional Architecture, with light split between two spectrographs, optical at the top and NIR 
at the bottom. 

 

Several bundles are provided so as to cover all scientific observing modes. Most of the science cases require seeing-
limited observations (either maximizing the throughput or the accuracy). Some science cases require spatially resolved 
spectroscopy by means of an adaptive optics (AO)-assisted integral field unit (IFU) at high spectral resolution or some 
multi-object spectroscopy at medium spectral resolution and/or some spectro-polarimetric capabilities.[5][6] There are 
specific bundles to cover all them. 

Thus, the idea is to provide a unique and independent group of fibers (bundle) for each different observing mode. The 
modular design makes it possible to have new observing modes just with the addition, removal or change of the 
specific bundles. 

From a functional point of view the ELT-HIRES FL subsystem performs some other important tasks as dicing the field of 
view (FoV), improving the system stability and providing a uniformly illuminated slit for spectrographs. It is a key 
subsystem for the instrument and it represents a challenge, due to the size and number of fibers that are required. 

The ELT-HIRES Fiber Link comprises not only of fibers but also optics, mechanics and feedthrough devices. As it is the 
connection between other functional subsystems in the instrument, interface design and control systems are key issues 
from the system point of view. 

 

3.1 The ELT-HIRES FL functions 

- To Dice the field using a Field Dicer. 

- To convert the F/20 FE beam in a F/3.5 beam and inject it into an optical fiber that is used to transport the light to 
the spectrograph. 

- To improve the system stability in the observing modes optimized for accuracy. It stabilizes the illumination of the 
source at the entrance of the spectrograph and provides a uniformed illuminated slit for spectrographs. 
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- To transfer light from FE to the spectrograph via the F2F interface. For the modes optimized for accuracy it also 
provides simultaneous calibration light. 

- To transfer light from CU to the FE. 

 

3.2 Bundles for each Observing Modes 

At this point the ELT-HIRES FL supports at least 12 Observing Modes:  

- Observing mode B1: High throughput high resolution single aperture 

- Observing mode B2: High throughput high resolution double aperture 

- Observing mode B3: High throughput Ultra-high resolution single aperture 

- Observing mode B4: High throughput Ultra-high resolution double aperture 

- Observing mode B5: High accuracy high resolution single aperture 

- Observing mode B6: High Accuracy high resolution double aperture 

- Observing mode B7: High accuracy Ultra-high resolution single aperture 

- Observing mode B8: High accuracy ultra-high resolution double aperture 

- Observing mode A1: SCAO mode high resolution 

- Observing mode A2: SCAO mode ultra-high resolution 

- Observing mode A4: Polarimetry High resolution mode 

- Observing mode A5: Polarimetry Ultra-High resolution mode 

 Spectroscopy Polarimetry
Observing 

Mode B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 A1 A2 A4 A5 

Resolution 100K 100K 150K 150K 100K 100K 150K 150K 100K 150K 100K 150K
FoV on sky 

(arcsec2) (per 
bundle) 

~1.4 ~0.68 ~1 ~0.46 ~1.4 ~0.68 ~1 ~0.46   ~0.68 ~0.46 

Number of 
bundles 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 

Total number 
of fibres 64 64 96 96 64 64 96 96 64 96 64 96 

Req. Maximum Throughput Maximum Accuracy AO assisted IFU Double  Scrambler 

Table 1. ELT-HIRES observing modes (OMs) and bundles definition 

 

3.3 Bundles description 

Fiber Link subsystem is conceptually divided into 3 main parts: Input Bundles, Fiber to Fiber Interface and Output 
Bundle. Each part is linked to a certain functional requirement. Thus: 

- The “Input Bundles” include the Field Dicing subsystem, implemented in order to improve the resolution-
throughput product. Field Dicing is the main mode of operation in ELT-HIRES, with an IFU[8] and Pupil Dicing as 
probable alternatives to consider in future phases.  
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In this paper we have discussed functions and the design of the Fiber Link subsystem, which will transfer the light from 
the focal plane of the ELT to the spectrographs. A particular portrayal of each bundle has been included and all the 
main parts of the subsystem have been described. These include the functional architecture, a description of the 
observing modes and the effect on their fiber bundles, the field dicer, which allows the light to enter the fibers, the 
fiber connectors and feedthrough system, preliminary ideas for a scrambling system, the output slits at the 
spectrograph and specifications of the fiber bundles. 
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